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NEW TITLES FOR 2008

Finesse Your Knitting 2  - covers buttonbands, shoulders and set-in sleeves.

Intarsia Untangled 1  - all the essential skills for using this colourful technique with ease. 

Intarsia Untangled 2  - the finer details to cover every situation in style.

anticpated release date May 2008.

Check Out

Cut here for use as a DVD insert.E



Bind-Off Methods  
temporary
regular 
regular with crochet hook
the last stitch conundrum! 
regular for rib 
three-needle
Matching vertical columns
Modified conventional (kw)

Cast-On Methods
loop
long-tail (with two hands)
adjusting width
adjusting the tension
looking after your tail yarn 
long-tail (one-hand)
long-tail extra strong elastic 
long-tail as provisional
knitted
cable

Decreases
right-slanting (k2t)  
left-slanting (ssk)  
ssk versus s1-k1-psso
left-slanting (ssk) variations
Fully-fashioned 
Double decreases
kindness to outside stitches 
Decs focussed and scattered   
reading decreases

Finishing Basics
tidying up the junk
Mattress stitch basics
knitting (picking) up
three-needle bind off

Gauge Matters
needle / yarn/ stitches 

Increases
right slanting increase
left slanting increase
Make one 
Make one with a twist
reading your increases 

Useful Miscellanea 
coil-less pins
yarn butterflies 
running yarn marker and knitting in 
the round on dpns 
slip knot 
setting up a swift
ball winder & centre-pull balls
threading a darning needle 
right v. left yarn manipulation 

Odds and Knitting in Ends
knitting in a tail
tail neatening whilst purling 
the balancing act!
ends and darning needle skills 
ends at the edges 
splicing and spit splicing 
cheering up unhappy stitches 

Rescue Remedies
laddering back knits and purls  
ripping back wholesale 
ripping back slowly

Secrets of Contented Stitches
the contented stitch
Hills stitches and valley loops  
balancing stitches 
How stitches are made
stitch mount, yarn rotation 
controlling stitch size
stitch abuse, unhappy stitches  
slipping stitches / stitch mount
twisted stitches
reading your knitting

Knitting Essentials 1
  Approx. 2Hrs 10MIns 
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Bind-Off Methods
Modified conventional (kw) 
Modified conventional (pw) 
three needle

Cast-On Methods
Provisional crochet 
removing the provisional edge 
knitting down flat  
knitting into a crochet chain  
cast-off, cast-on
First row after provisional
In the round, provisional edge 

Circular Needles  
advantages and options  
casting on, joining the round and  
checking for twists 
starting the second round 
right or left hand?  
two-hand training 
stranding and working inverted 
simulation of circular knitting 

Cutting Your Knitting 
unplanned cutting
Pre-planned: making a steek 
sewing the steek  
Preparing to cut, blocking  
cutting and eliminating ends  
Finishing the cut edge

More Finishing Basics
a finishing strategy
Mattress stitch & refinements  
adding more sewing yarn
adjusting mis-matched edges
Preplanning for finishing  
avoiding premature finishing
slipping selvage stitches?  
Mattress st. for stranded fabric 
knitting up new stitches   
Grafting stitches tops to tops 
setting stitches to rows with Wy
sts to rows with a bo edge

Grafting
Grafting sts tops to top using Wy  
the half-stitch joggle   
Grafting tops to top with a stripe  
Grafting v. three needle bind-off
Grafting toes (kitchener stitch):  
Make the sock toe chimney 
using the sock toe chimney
neatening tails from a sock toe 

Miscellaneous
coil-less pins 
yarn butterflies  
Wraps per inch (W.P.I.)
running yarn markers / knitting in the 
round on dpns
slip knot
threading a darning needle 
the contented stitch
Hill stitches and valley loops
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Knitting Essentials 2
  Approx. 2Hrs 30MIns 
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Finesse Your Knitting 2
Approx. 2Hrs 17MIns 

Ship Shape Shoulders
short rows by Japanese and wrapped methods
Grafting over a bound-off edge
three-needle bind-off for garter stitch
short rows within intarsia
three-needle bind off in intarsia
afterthought shoulder shaping
examples of afterthought shoulders

Fitted  Sleeve Heads 
setting in a fitted sleeve head - example
Phony knitting
setting in a fitted sleeve head
crossing the shoulder line
other uses of phoney knitting

Neck and Arm Bands
neckband (Diagram)
neckband (sample)
remedy for a missing stitch
neck with fully fashioned shapings
armband modifications

Double Stocking Stitch Bands 
Why use double bands?
knit-up ratios
equalizing the numbers (Diagram)
knit-up ratios for garter stitch
sampling the bands
knitting-up the bands
equalizing the two sides
What’s special about the corner stitches? (Diagram)
looking at the corner stitches
Working a right-side row and rsI (right front)
the second right-side row (right front)
the third right-side row (right front)
turning rows 
reversing the shapings and k2t (right front)
Matching the second side
buttonhole placement
bind-off details
Finishing the band - catch stitching
Finishing the band - grafting
Working a right-side row and lsI (left front)
reversing the shapings and ssk (left front)
closing the lower band edge



Sock Anatomy and Fitting
choosing yarn & needles
common turned heel
tubular sock with inserted heel
comparison of heels

Bind-Off Methods
Picot
Modified conventional knitwise 
Mcbo purlwise and in rib
the last stitch, joining the gap
expanded rib
three needle

Cast-On Methods
long-tail /cont. (two hands)
adjusting the edge width
adjusting the tension
looking after your tail yarn
long-tail /cont. (one-hand)
lt variation for strong edge
Picot
Provisional crochet
In the round with a prov. edge
round down from prov. edge

Cuffs & Edgings (Top-Down)
latvian twist
ruffled turn-over (simulating round knit-
ting) and a purlwise double decrease
scalloped turn-over
Wavy edge (k2, o, k2, k2t)

Cuffs & Edgings (Toe-Up)
expanding a 2 x 2 rib and
working as set
binding off expanded 2 x 2 rib
rib facing with turning rounds
Garter stitch in the round

Finishing Techniques
Duplicate st. (swiss Darning)
circular sutures, the boggle and 
naturally occurring holes
Phoney duplicate stitching
Joining the gap in a co edge, and 
neatening yarn tails
Joining the gap in a bo edge
Darning ends from toes

Grafting (Kitchener Stitch)
Make the sock toe chimney
using the sock toe chimney

Common Heel
Dividing for the heel flap
alternative heel stitch
Heel flap length check
adjustment in the heel flap 
turning heel and reinforcing
adjustment in turning the heel
knitting up sts and resuming working
in the round
st. distribution & first round 
adjustment after the heel

Toes - Common Wedge
shapings

In the Round with DPNs
casting on and dividing sts
Joining the round
circulating sts, start with k or p?
transporting your work
running yarn markers
three needles?

Round with One Long Circ
casting on and joining 
Working round with two circs
casting on and joining 
Working tips for great socks

Sock  Techniques 1
  Approx. 3Hrs 
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Sophisticated Skills
Introduction to long horizontal colour jumps
long horizontal colour jumps - yarn ahead (rs)
Why not think ahead?
long horizontal colour jumps - yarn ahead (Ws)
long horizontal colour jumps - yarn behind (rs)
long horizontal colour jumps - yarn behind (Ws)
starting a yarn with a single stitch
Why bother with intarsia?
single stitch lines

Slick Tricks 
outlining - using two ends of one piece of yarn
neatening an outline from a point
two-row stripes
exploiting variegated yarns
chequerboards and the double-tail weave
big and little stitches on vertical joins
comparison of double-tail weave methods
Housebricks
swapping yarns at the top of a shape
using yarns double
Problem points
the alpha darn  

Mixing It Up!
Mixing your stitches
Garter stitch 
reverse stocking stitch
Mixing reverse and stocking stitches 

Intarsia Untangled 2 
Approx. 2Hrs 22MIns 

Pattern Analysis
a simple star?
Planning yarn routes
cute = dangerous!
two legged shapes
Intarsia or stranded?
Jagged shapes

Fancy Variations
sculpted intarsia examples
sculpted intarsia technique
emergency fix for a missing link
Mixing stranded with Intarsia
Intarsia sections behind a back-
ground yarn - comparison
Intarsia sections behind a back-
ground yarn - technique
We all roll over and one falls out
Howard’s technique



Bind-Off Methods
Preparation for sewn tubular 
simulated round working 
sewing tubular bound-off edge  
conversion of 2 x 2 to 1 x 1 rib

Cast-On Methods
channel Island   
channel Is vs. long tail 
Provisional crochet cast-on 
removing the provisional edge
Giant st. demo of tubular edge 
the finished tubular edge 
tubular 1x1 rib with waste yarn
tubular 2x2 rib with waste yarn
conversion of 1 x 1 to 2 x 2

Cuffs & Edgings (Top-Down)
sideways Garter st explanation
sideways Garter st preparation 
sideways Garter st, joining
Inserted heels   
Garter st. short-row / turkish
calculating the placement

Garter Stitch Short Row Heel
Decrease section (includes weaving in 
the tail of the heel yarn, garter stitch 
short rows, use of parking needles)
Increase section  
the final heel row
close up of finished heel 

Turkish or Afterthought Heel
setting in the waste yarn
opening the heel gap
knitting the heel

Miscellaneous But Useful
circular suture
Phoney duplicate stitch
neatening the cast-on joggle 
Wraps per inch (W.P.I.) 
running yarn marker
right-slanting increase
Hills and valleys

Toe-Up Toes: Bosnian
bosnian toe square demo.
creating the toe square
Working the foot
toe-up toe: Garter st. sr
Decrease section
Increase section
setting up into the round   

Toe-Up Toe: St.St Short Row 
Decrease section 
smoothing rows
Increase section

Turning and Facing Rounds
Planning your facing
Picot turning round 
Fusing the facing to the sock 
rib with double turning round
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Sock  Techniques 2
  Approx. 2Hrs 50MIns 
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Introduction to Intarsia
Wrapping your head around intarsia!
What is intarsia knitting?
comparison with a stranded fabric
stranded fabric examples
Intarsia fabric example
Why bother with all these bits of yarn?

Chart Preparations
looking at types of chart
Preparing your chart
simplifying your chart
Making a shade card
to count stitches or not?
easy or tricky?

Yarn and Tool Prepration 
yarn palette preparation
butterflies or bobbins?
Measured lengths
useful tools
choosing needles
Gauge considerations

The First Few Rows.. 
reading your chart (rs rows)
Weaving in tails on the horizontal 
(right hand and rs facing)
Weaving in tails on the horizontal 
(left hand and rs facing)
Weaving in tails on the horizontal 
(right hand and Ws facing)
Weaving the tails up and down or 
over & over?
Weaving in tails on the horizontal 
(left hand and Ws facing)
reading the chart from the purl side
linking yarns: old over new (Ws)
linking yarns: old over new (rs)

Onwards. . .
How the yarns link arms?
the missing link
living with and resolving tangles
Diagonal slopes (Ws)
Diagonal slopes (rs)
Joining in a new piece of yarn
Darning hints - when is a hole not a 
hole?
shallow diagonal slopes (rs)
shallow diagonal slopes (Ws)
Horizontal colour change (rs)
Horizontal colour change (Ws)
balance theory

Reading WS Rows
Inverting the chart
Working from right needle to the left
emergency yarn join
using marker yarns for reference

Transformation Tips
naturally occurring holes
ends near edges
Vertical yarn joins
neatening a short-tail vertical yarn join
un-simplifying!

Rescue Techniques
unpicking row by row
unpicking a single section
laddering back
Duplicate stitch
surgical replacement

Intarsia Untangled 1 
  Approx. 2Hrs 27MIns
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Applied Edges
knitting-up stitches using a dpn
applying an I-cord edge
comparison of methods 
Going around an exterior bend 
Going around an interior bend 
applying a Garter edge (a)
knitting from right needle to left
applying a Garter edge (b)

Buttonhole Essentials
regular v. one-row holes
one-row self-reinforcing
eyelet
enlarged eyelet
For a 2 x 2 rib (purl side)
For a 2 x 2 rib (knit side)

I-Cord Basics
slipping or sliding?
Why is I-cord circular?
range of sizes (2 - 5 stitch)
laddering-up larger tubes
I-cord perfect graft

Cords, Braids and Bobbles
tube stitch
screw-thread I-cord
ribbed I-cord
Purl I-cord (with beads)          
I-cord edged Garter stitch
twisted cord
bi-coloured I-cord
bi-coloured braid 
balanced bobble: the increase
Working right to left
bobble: balanced decrease
Purl-faced bobble

Presenting the Picot Family
Picot cast-on
Varying picot lengths
at the beginning of rows
Mid-row (lambstails)
bind-off

Twists, Kinks and Bias
Winding a skein 
reconditioning wool: steam 
reconditioning wool: spritz 
reconditioning wool: Washing
knitting kinky!
releasing twist 
balanced / unbalanced yarns
s and Z twists
testing for unbalanced yarn
biasing in a one-ply yarn
kinky needles 
turbo needles
Felting a bag

Knitting Gems 1
  Approx. 2Hrs 3MIns
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Tubular Bind-Off Methods
Preparation of a 1 x 1 rib
sewing the 1 x 1 rib
Preparation of a 2 x 2 rib
 
Grafting: Stitches Top to Top
Joining stocking stitch
neatening tails from grafting
Grafting diagram with joggle
Joining vertical stripes
Joining uneven numbers of sts
uneven number join diagram 

Perfect Graft: 
Sts Top to Bottom
Perfect graft diagram
Preparation for a perfect graft
Joining stocking stitch
Prep. for joining ribbed fabric 
Joining a ribbed fabric
Joining stripes
sewing the second stripe col.
removing the waste yarn
emergency shortening, no Wy
emerg. adjustments, with Wy
I-cord graft 
sideways sock cuff (explanation)
sideways sock cuff (preparation)
Joining the cuff
 
The Afterthought Pocket
Grafting the lining to the garment
opening the fabric
Finishing the pocket

The Magic Buttonhole
setting in the waste yarn
setting in Wy for second side
sewing the buttonhole
checking the exterior
sewing the second side
removing the waste yarn
Finishing
secrets of contented stitches
the contented stitch
Hills stitches and valley loops 

Finesse Your Knitting 1
  Approx. 2Hrs 16MIns
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Becoming Ambidextrous! 
knitting with the right hand 
knitting with the left hand 
Purling with the right hand  
Purling with the left hand  
one yarn in each hand
above and below yarns 
stranding
Weaving-in right hand yarn 
Weaving-in left hand yarn and colour 
dominance
Diagram of weaving
Weaving frequencies
both yarns in the right hand 
both yarns in the left hand 
 
Steeks, Shapings, Scissors 
steeks in shaped fabric
building a neck/arm bridge 
binding off around the top 
cutting the steeks
Joining the shoulders  

The Mysterious Gully 
the two-row gully
alternative purling, right hand 
knitting alternative stitches 
Purling with the left hand, alternative and 
regular
rethinking your decreases   
 

Short Row Techniques 
regular (right edge)
neatening wraps on rs
regular (left edge)
neatening wraps on Ws 
neatening forgotten wraps 
smoothing shoulders
Japanese method (set up)
neatening on rs, Japanese   
neatening on Ws, Japanese  
In Garter stitch
yarn-over method
comparison diagrams 
Planning your short rows
sr in the round

Knitting Gems 2
Approx. 1Hr 45MIns 

What is Double Knitting?
How we create two layers 

Tubes on Straight Needles 
even-number stocking stitch
Identifying the two layers 
Diagram of single yarn tube 
even-number reverse st.st
the slipurl!
Mixing knits and purls
opening the tube 
odd stitch numbers
Fixing snags, dividing layers 
single back to double fabric 
comparison of gauge
What is going on? 
casting on an open tube 
 
DK Cast-On Methods
tubular with two colours 
tubular with one yarn (beginning with a knit)
tubular with one yarn (beginning with a 
purl)
long-tail

DK Bind-Off Methods
condensed 
tubular
completing an open fabric 
 
Shapings
Increases in a single yarn tube
Increases in a two yarn fabric 
Decs in a single yarn tube 
Decs in a two yarn fabric 

Circles Within Circles 
one yarn, connected circles 
two yarns, unconnected 
two yarns and stripes
circular double-knitting 

DK & Ribbing are Cousins! 
ribbing across to seal 
using rib to set up Dk
 
From Single to Double Fabric
slip raised inc. (F ahead of n) 
slip then inc (n ahead of F) 
using two hands for srI 
knit and purl increase
 
From Double to Single 
near ahead of Far (ssk) 
reorganizing your stitches 
Far ahead of near (k2tog) 
 
Pockets and Patches
establishing a straight pocket
Pocket rows 1, 2, 3, 4
continuing the pocket
completing the pocket
Pocket row sequence
Pocket in the round

Two Yarns, Sides, Hands! 
a different colour on each side 
straight or dpns? 
both yarns in the right hand 
connecting the sides
one yarn in each hand 
both yarns in the left hand 

Edges & Ends
edge stitch tweaks!
Dealing with ends 
Fixing errors
 
Patterning and Quilting
negative-positive patterning
connecting layers without changing the 
colour
Patterned fabric structure 
Quilting - near ahead of Far
Quilting - Far ahead of near
Getting stuffed

Double Knitting Delight           
Approx. 2Hrs 27MIns 
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Cool Cast-Ons
long-tail: What, no slip-knot?
German twisted 
tubular (reg needle) 2 colours 
tubular (regular needle)
tubular (large needle)
converting 1 x 1 rib to 2 x 2
Giant demo of tubular edge
bi-coloured chain 
scallop
Picot
Picot calculation diagram
 
Fancy Bind-Off Methods
bi-colour chain
Picot
Modified conventional (kw/pw)
suspended

Even More Increases 
knit into front and back
knit and purl 
split
yarn-overs 
k1-o-k1 (3sts from one)

Daring Rescue Techniques  
knitting down (no temp. edge)
Hills and valley stitches
Multiple-stitch laddering
lace fixes
cable fixes
Duplicate stitch
surgical replacement
Multi-row surgical replacement

Odds and Ends
slipping sts, kw, pw, en mass
Working into the stitch below
selvage for garter stitch
knitting-up new stitches
Purling-up new stitches
knitting-up along garter 
recapturing live stitches
the weavers knot 

Knitting Gems 4
Approx. 1Hr 54MIns 

Beading Techniques 
Inserting a bead with a hook
threading beads onto yarn
slip stitch and strand in front
stitch head beading (knit row)
stitch head beading (purl row)
Placing beads between stitches
beading Garter alternate rows
Making beaded dangles
Multiple beads between stitches
spacing beaded rows 
Pre-threaded, bead on stitch
Dip stitches
auxiliary thread for small beads
beads on a yarn-over
Purl I-cord with beads

Cable Talk  
What is a cable?
right cross with cable needle
left-cross without cable needle
counting cables
cable fixes

Lace Basics
What is lace?
overs between knit stitches
Make one increase
Decrease and yarn-over pairs
looking at charts
Double yarn-overs 
Multiple yarn-overs 
k1-o-k1 increase

Yarn Handling Tricks 
Introducing new yarn with loop
creating triple thickness yarn
two strands, staggering joins
blending two colours 
two hands to separate colours 

Knitting Gems 3
  Approx. 1Hr 46MIns
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